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1. Lament

Andante mesto (\( \text{j}=80 \))

Robert Spillman

for Porter Poindexter
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2. Flight

Allegro inquieto ($\textit{d=112}$)

\begin{align*}
\text{\textbf{Allegro inquieto ($\textit{d=112}$)}} & \\
\text{(C score page 2, bar 2)} & \\
\text{(C score page 8, bar 8)} & \\
\text{(C score page 16, bar 16)} & \\
\text{(C score page 24, bar 24)} & \\
\end{align*}
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3. Night Without Stars

Andante calmo ($\frac{4}{4}$)

molto $p$ with gentle, somewhat tardy pedal releases

mp quasi lontano

p tentative

mp espressivo

poco piu movendo ($\frac{4}{4}$ - c. 86)

molto $p$
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4. Old Joy

Allegro (d= c. 116)
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